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Abstract: Opinion mining refers to the process that helps to identify and to classify users’ emotions
and opinions from any source, such as an online review. Thus, opinion mining provides organizations
with an insight into their reputation based on previous customers’ opinions regarding their services
or products. Automating opinion mining in different languages is still an important topic of interest
for scientists, including those using the Arabic language, especially since potential customers mostly
do not rate their opinion explicitly. This study proposes an ensemble-based deep learning approach
using fastText embeddings and the proposed Arabic emoji and emoticon opinion lexicon to predict
user opinion. For testing purposes, the study uses the publicly available Arabic HARD dataset,
which includes hotel reviews associated with ratings, starting from one to five. Then, by employing
multiple Arabic resources, it experiments with different generated features from the HARD dataset
by combining shallow learning with the proposed approach. To the best of our knowledge, this study
is the first to create a lexicon that considers emojis and emoticons for its user opinion prediction.
Therefore, it is mainly a helpful contribution to the literature related to opinion mining and emojis and
emoticons lexicons. Compared to other studies found in the literature related to the five-star rating
prediction using the HARD dataset, the accuracy of the prediction using the proposed approach
reached an increase of 3.21% using the balanced HARD dataset and an increase of 2.17% using the
unbalanced HARD dataset. The proposed work can support a new direction for automating the
unrated Arabic opinions in social media, based on five rating levels, to provide potential stakeholders
with a precise idea about a service or product quality, instead of spending much time reading other
opinions to learn that information.

Keywords: opinion mining; sentiment analysis; data mining; automation; artificial intelligence;
rating prediction; machine learning; Arabic reviews; emoji and emoticon; Arabic lexicon

1. Introduction

Opinion mining, also known as sentiment analysis, is a field of data mining concerned
with analyzing people’s opinions about entities, such as services or products [1]. It is
an important topic of interest and an active field of study in all languages, especially for
languages that lack sufficient scientific research and resources, such as datasets, lexicons,
corpora, and tools [2]. One of these languages is the Arabic language, where the progress in
Arabic opinion mining does not fit with the substantial Arab world population, contributing
to generating enormous amounts of Arabic data on the web [3–5]. The other challenges
of the Arabic language, including being inherently complex and using dialects of Arabic,
are also slowing research advancement [6]. Taking advantage of the Arabic datasets that
support the standard and dialectical Arabic and creating additional analytical methods for
them can add considerable contributions to knowledge creation in various fields, including
tourism and hospitality, which greatly enhance business value. This research utilized
customer reviews of hotels, some of the most effective online-generated content for users,
to analyze expressed guest experience and to predict guest satisfaction for the stayed-in
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hotel. In the tourism and hospitality industries, there are two main concerning factors:
hotel guest experience and guest satisfaction, as increasing them is crucial to customer
loyalty, distributing positive word-of-mouth, and repeat visits, which are all critical factors
in the hospitality industry [7]. Therefore, a hotel’s reputation highly affects reservations,
services, and product sales. The tourism and hospitality industries involve many service
sectors that significantly boost the economies of many countries through destination spots
and entertainment places and many services, including lodging services, such as hotels,
guest houses, guest rooms, resorts, and motels. Thus, tourism and hospitality industries
significantly increase gross domestic product growth and raise countries’ economies [8].
Additionally, destinations and countries benefit significantly from it in terms of their
innovation and social development [9].

Automating opinion mining can help to predict and to understand customers’ ratings
for a particular product or service after interpreting customer satisfaction levels based
on their comments about it on social media. Thus, it saves time for both customers and
stakeholders who do not want to read many comments to understand and obtain an
insight into a specific product or service [10]. Tertiary sectors of cities and tourism can be
among stakeholders of automated hotel rating predictors, as they can provide insight into
customer satisfaction levels. Then, policymakers can improve hotel policies or upgrade
hotel marketing strategies to contribute to promoting the tourism industry, thus helping a
country maintain its economic sustainability. Automating opinion mining is particularly
important when using social media platforms, such as Twitter. Customers or potential
ones do not generally state their opinion explicitly through a rating on Twitter; instead,
they talk about their experience with the object; this is due to the different nature of
social media platforms when compared to review or trading applications and websites,
where there is no particular mandatory place for rating. Social media is an attractive
platform for spreading opinions about anything, rather than traditional methods, such as
filling out a survey. Social media provide users with ease of use anytime and anywhere,
thereby obtaining attention from others and expressing freedom of opinion. However,
the spread of opinions can affect potential clients’ decisions about specific products or
services. Both parties of customers and organizations that provide a product or service
can benefit from the predicted satisfaction level. Customers can find more appropriate
products or services, and their providers can understand their needs and opinions and
improve their outcomes. Moreover, classifying user opinions can be used to utilize recent
user-generated data in developing large-scale datasets [10]. Alternatively, they can be used
to recommend alternative or similar products or services for future customers based on the
opinion analysis of their posts.

This paper predicts user opinion based on user ratings for Arabic hotel reviews
using Arabic resources, different produced features, and artificial intelligence techniques.
Furthermore, it seeks to bridge a gap in the opinion mining field, which is the lack of
opinion lexicons consisting of both emojis and emoticons and assigning their score based
on levels of ratings that comply with the data, since no lexicon includes a comprehensive
list of emojis and emoticon symbols that suit any Arabic dataset consisting of those mixed
symbols. Thus, this study generated a lexicon for its dataset to handle its emojis, in addition
to both Eastern and Western emoticons. These were coupled with a new consideration
for the five levels of satisfaction of users through data. This method was employed in
calculating the emotion score. The list of emojis and emoticons can be increased to be more
comprehensive with additional data in the future.

This paper provides the following main contributions:

• It proposes an Arabic emojis and emoticons opinion lexicon (ArEmo lexicon) for Arabic
opinion mining application tasks. It contains emoticons and emojis with additional
descriptions. Each emotion score was calculated based on five levels of ratings using
the HARD dataset instead of the three levels in other studies.
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• It suggests an emoticon disambiguation algorithm by applying regular expression and
recursion techniques to prepare a text for calculating the total weight of emoticons
and replacing emoticons with their meanings to reflect their emotional contents.

• It proposes a user opinion classification approach for five-star ratings of online Arabic
hotel reviews using supervised learning, which combines shallow and deep learning
methods and employs Arabic resources to obtain valuable features, in addition to the
fastText word embeddings.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the relevant
literature on Arabic users’ opinion prediction and potentially valuable resources for this
study. Section 3 details the proposed work, including feature production and emoticon
disambiguation-related algorithms, the creation of an Arabic emoji and emoticon opinion
lexicon, and the proposed modeling of users’ opinion prediction. It is followed by showing
and discussing results in Section 4. Finally, both the conclusion and suggested future work
are presented in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Opinion mining is a study of extracting people’s attitudes and emotions about a
given object, such as a service or product, by employing computational techniques [11,12].
Opinion mining for languages other than English is still in its infancy [13]. It is still
challenging to analyze opinions written in the Arabic language because of the many
challenges the Arabic language poses and the insufficient resources and tools [14]. Abo
et al. [15] discussed the most common challenges that face Arabic opinion mining. These
challenges include a lack of datasets, corpora, and lexicons. This section covers studies
concerned with the used dataset and different opinion mining methods, available lexicons,
and emojis and emoticons.

2.1. Arabic Dataset and Opinion Mining Methods

Ghallab et al. [16] provided information on studies that contribute to overcoming the
lack of Arabic datasets related to opinion mining. Arabic opinion mining datasets extracted
from the Twitter platform are the majority, followed by those extracted from reviews on
websites and through applications. Accordingly, most Arabic opinion mining studies use
available social media data with no more than three labels: positive, negative, and neutral,
unlike the review data [14]. One study that overcame the lack of Arabic datasets is Elnagar
et al.’s [17]. The authors in [17] presented the Hotel Arabic Reviews Dataset (HARD), the
Arabic dataset’s most extensive public hotel reviews for machine learning applications and
subjective opinion mining. It consists of 409,562 unbalanced reviews about hotels collected
from the Booking.com website. The balanced subset of the dataset is over a hundred
thousand reviews. Each review has a rating on a scale of one to five stars. The review text
is in modern standard and colloquial Arabic and includes emojis and emoticons. Emoji is
the typical expression of emotion and concepts through digital Unicode graphic icons. This
form of representation is the latest generation of emoticons that are most popular in social
media through mobile applications [18].

The authors in [17] have published baseline results for opinion mining using the HARD
dataset. They used lexicon-based methods and different machine learning methods. They
achieved an accuracy of 76.1% as the highest testing result for rating classification using the lo-
gistic regression (LR) algorithm with term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF).
This combination was used unigram and bigram on the unbalanced HARD dataset.
TF-IDF is a mathematical measure that explicates a word’s importance in a document
in a series of documents [19]. The authors removed the neutral reviews with a rating of
three from the balanced HARD dataset before the experiment. Thus, the balanced HARD
dataset has four rating levels, while the unbalanced version has five. In [20], the authors
developed different deep and machine learning models for opinion mining in the reviews’
domain. They used a subset of the HARD dataset, comprising 62,500 random reviews,
to predict the five rating levels. The highest achieved accuracy for five labels of rating
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classification on the HARD dataset is 74.2%, while precision, recall, and f1-score results
for each are 74.0% when using the random forest (RF) model. The following best models
are based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs), decision trees (DTs), gated recurrent
units (GRUs), and bi-directional recurrent neural networks (BiLSTMs). They achieved the
following accuracy results, respectively: 67.4%, 66.4%, 65.1%, and 63.1%.

Different studies created baselines of opinion and emotion detection in other languages.
For instance, Bashir et al. [21] proposed a deep neural network-based emotion detection
model from the textual data for the Urdu language to classify emotions of their presented
UNED corpus. Fei et al. [22] proposed a latent emotion memory network model that learns
the latent emotion distribution in the data without external knowledge. The model receives
an emotional bag-of-words as input, removes only stop-word tokens, and keeps the words
presented in English or Chinese lexicons.

Aspect-based sentiment analysis is an active area of research, especially concerning
review data. However, observations have shown that aspect-based sentiment analysis
models trained on a dataset from one domain do not generalize well to another dataset
belonging to another domain [23]. In [24], the authors enhanced the aspect-based sentiment
analysis robustness by improving the model, data, and training. They tested data from
different domains. Their methods can be applied to other artificial intelligence-based tasks.
Other effective opinion mining methods include end-to-end neural-based methods, such as
those in [25–28], as well as graph-based methods, such as those in [29–32].

2.2. Arabic Text-Based Lexicons

Two Arabic studies introduced large-scale public lexicons [33,34] to contribute more
resources to Arabic opinion mining. Al-Twairesh et al. [33] presented a vast lexicon of
Arabic tweets annotated for sentiment analysis, known as the AraSenTi lexicon. A sentiment
lexicon is a dictionary of words or phrases reflecting positive or negative emotions. One
of the popular lexicon usages is to calculate a text’s sentiment score [35]. A lexicon is a
significant resource for opinion mining to classify the words extracted from datasets as
positive, negative, or neutral. There are two ways of constructing lexicons: automatically
or manually. Usually, manual lexicons are more accurate than automatically constructed
lexicons, but they have smaller sizes [22]. The AraSenTi lexicon reached 131,342 words,
each associated with its sentiment score. It contains words of the Modern Standard Arabic
and the Saudi dialect. The AraSenTi lexicon is suitable for various research directions,
including the review of services and products, as a result of the lexicon’s high coverage.
There have been different usages for the AraSenTi lexicon in the Arabic literature. For
instance, in [36], the authors collected, from the Twitter platform, an Arabic dataset related
to COVID-19 to create a model for opinion mining that classifies Arabic tweets regarding
the COVID-19 crisis. They labeled the tweets as positive or negative by using the AraSenTi
lexicon. In [22], to support the study of Arabic domain-dependent opinion mining, they
presented affect lexicons, where each word has a classification, either as positive or negative.
The covered domains are social issues, technology, politics, and sports, where a word can
be positive in one domain while negative in the other. The total number of positive and
negative words in all four domains is 9461, less than those in the AraSenTi lexicon.

The lexicons for Arabic opinion mining in the literature are scarce, especially for public,
large, and non-domain specific lexicons [16]. In [23], the authors built a fanatic lexicon with
their methodology that automatically classifies Arabic texts in social media into fanatic and
anti-fanatic emotions. The total number of unique phrases in the fanatic lexicon is 1766,
distributed in twenty-one contexts. Sports fanaticism is a state of emotion that generates a
blind hatred for the competitive teams paired with a blind love for the favorite teams at the
same time. Similarly, in [37], the authors produced twelve fanatic domain-specific lexicons
that are helpful with Arabic social text for constructing a fanatic classification model to
classify the texts into either fanatic or non-fanatic, building tools against fanatic attitude, or
identifying and analyzing sports fanaticism.
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2.3. Emojis and Emoticons Lexicons

In text-based opinion mining, emojis and emoticons can be valuable features. The
emoji sentiment lexicon is a crucial element of the use of emojis in opinion mining [38].
In [39], the authors proposed an Arabic emoji sentiment lexicon (ArabESL) to conduct
a comparative analysis for consistency of context-based emoji usage across Arabic and
European cultures and languages. Despite their assumed consistent usage worldwide,
there are indications that the meaning of an emoji may change across different cultures
and languages. The Arab-ESL lexicon contains 1034 emojis extracted from public Arabic
textual data from the Twitter platform, where these data consist of different dialects, in
addition to Modern Standard Arabic. Each emoji has a name, label, and sentiment score
based on sentiment labels that take one of three values: negative, neutral, or positive. The
results indicate that some cultural-specific aspects, such as nature, affect the sentiment
indications of some emojis. Notably, their study focused on emojis without emoticons.
Likewise, in [18], the authors considered only emojis while proposing the first and most
prominent European emoji sentiment lexicon, the emoji sentiment ranking. The lexicon
consists of 751 emojis with their names and their sentiment scores with values between −1
and +1, which have been calculated based on the sentiment of the data in which they occur.
The data are tweets from thirteen European languages, each classified into three positive,
neutral, or negative sentiments. A unique visualization in the lexicon shows all emoji
sentiments as a sentiment bar. The authors found that most emojis are positive, particularly
the most frequently used ones. Besides, in comparison based on emoji rankings, there were
no significant differences in emoji rankings between the thirteen languages. Therefore, the
proposed emoji sentiment ranking is assumed to be an independent resource for European
languages that supports automated opinion mining.

From another perspective, in [38], the authors created an Arabic emoji sentiment lexi-
con that is context-free, called CF-Arab-ESL. It is challenging to create an emoji sentiment
lexicon that is context-free, as individuals interpret emojis according to their perspective,
which is greatly affected by cultural background. Thus, the sentiment conveyed by each one
is very subjective. In the presented lexicon, a total of 1069 emojis were labeled as positive,
neutral, and negative by thirty-five native Arabians of different regions to discover how
the sentiment of these emojis can be annotated without depending on a text-based context.
The annotators agreed that only a subset of emojis represented particular sentiment. For
example, there was an agreement on the positivity of all Arabian countries’ flags as a sense
of attachment to a nation, as well as an agreement that some animals’ emojis, such as a
horse, lion, and eagle, are positive, as they indicate positivity in Arabian culture, unlike
lizards, pigs, and snakes.

3. Proposed Work

This section describes the proposed work for automating and predicting users’ opin-
ions of Arabic hotel reviews. As far as this research is aware, this is the first study that
created a lexicon that incorporates emojis and emoticons to predict user opinion. The
following subsections cover dataset preparation and preprocessing, the emoticon disam-
biguation method, Arabic emojis, and emoticon lexicon generation for opinion mining,
feature production, and modeling.

3.1. Dataset Preparation

This study used the HARD dataset [17], the most significant standard and dialectical
Arabic dataset containing emojis and emoticons. It was divided, similar to the authors’
approach, into 80% for training and 20% for testing. The study conducted experiments
on two variations of the dataset. The unbalanced dataset consists of 409,562 reviews, and
the balanced dataset consists of 62,500 reviews, where each rating has 12,500 reviews. The
reviews’ data needed preprocessing to extract the following features in order to be used
with the machine learning models: the total weight of positive words, the total weight of
negative words, the emotions score, and the number of the following—positive words,
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negative words, negation words, booster words, repeated characters, question marks,
exclamation marks, periods, and commas. There are two preprocessing methods; the
method selected depends on the required generated feature. Both applied preprocessing
methods involve emoji removal, Arabic diacritics removal, URL removal, special characters
removal, and tokenization, and they differ only in applying punctuation removal. An
exception is calculating the emotion scores, which did not require any preprocessing, as
they only need to detect emojis and emoticons in the text for the computation.

An example of applying data preprocessing steps with the case of removing punc-
tuations from an Arabic review text is shown in Table 1; the other case of not removing
punctuations is excluding the step that precedes the last one. The preprocessing steps
involved using regular expressions, emojis, and NLTK libraries.

Table 1. An example of applying data preprocessing steps by removing punctuations in an Arabic
text.

Preprocessing Step Arabic Text

Original Arabic Text (Before
Preprocessing)
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Special Characters
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Translation: “Disappointing. Had it not been for the hotel’s location, the hotel would not have been worth anything. The water was
cut off many times the electricity also went out for about half an hour breakfast is very bad”
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Translation: “Disappointing Had it not been for the hotels location the hotel would not have been worth anything The water was cut
off many times the electricity also went out for about half an hour breakfast is very bad”

Tokenization
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Translation: [‘Disappointing’, ‘Had’, ‘it’, ‘not’, ‘been’, ‘for’, ‘the’, ‘hotels’, ‘location’, ‘the’, ‘hotel’, ‘would’, ‘not’, ‘have’, ‘been’, ‘worth’,
‘anything’, ‘The’, ‘water’, ‘was’, ‘cut’, ‘off’, ‘many’, ‘times’, ‘the’, ‘electricity’, ‘also’, ‘went’, ‘out’, ‘for’, ‘about’, ‘half’, ‘an’, ‘hour’,
‘breakfast’, ‘is’, ‘very’, ‘bad’]

There is another variation of the HARD dataset made for the unbalanced and balanced
data. The indicated meanings of emojis and emoticons are related to the experiment
using unbalanced and balanced data via the deep learning-based method, which includes
showing the results before and after replacing emojis and emoticons with their meaning, as
presented in Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the review’s replacement process. The upcoming
subsections will cover the details of the algorithms and the ArEmo lexicon. It is worth
mentioning that the emoticon disambiguation algorithm is required while preparing the
review data and when calculating the emotion scores for the ArEmo lexicon.
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Algorithm 1 represents the algorithm for replacing emojis and emoticons in the reviews.
This algorithm considers adding a space next to the word when it does the replacement, as
some emojis or emoticons are attached to the text.

Algorithm 1: Emoji and Emoticon Replacer Algorithm

Input: a review without uniform resource locators and enclosed brackets that do not belong to emoticons and the ArEmo
Lexicon.
Output: an updated review after replacing its emojis and emoticons with their estimated equivalent meaning.
START
1. def ReplaceEmojiEmoticonWithMeaning(Review, ArEmoLexicon):
2. {
3. ReviewWords = Review.split()
4. for each key, value in ArEmoLexicon do
5. for each word in ReviewWords do
6. if key in word then
7. . UpdatedReview = Review.replace(key, f” {value} “)
8. UpdatedReview = re.sub(r” +”, “ “, UpdatedReview).strip()
9. return UpdatedReview
10. }
END

3.2. Emoticon Disambiguation

Preparing the review data for emotion score calculation and for replacing the emoticon
in the reviews with their corresponding meaning, in addition to detecting the emoticon in
the reviews during the computation process of emoticon score for ArEmo lexicon, the study
suggests an emoticon disambiguation algorithm, presented in Algorithm 2, using regular
expression and recursion techniques. This algorithm removes hyperlinks from reviews
to avoid considering the following part between parentheses of the hyperlink: (:\) as an
emoticon.
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Algorithm 2: Emoticon Disambiguation Algorithm

Input: a review
Output: an updated review without uniform resource locators and enclosed brackets that do not belong to emoticons.
START
1. URLRegEx=‘(?i)(http[17]?:\/\/\S+)’
2. def DisambiguateEmoticon(Review):
3. {
4. UpdatedReview = re.sub(URLRegEx, “, Review)
5. UpdatedReview = RemoveEnclosedBrackets(UpdatedReview)
6. return UpdatedReview
7. }
END

The emoticon disambiguation algorithm also calls the enclosed brackets removal
algorithm in Algorithm 3 to remove all nested and non-nested enclosed brackets while
keeping the brackets that precede or follow an emoticon, as part of it, such as (ˆ_ˆ) to resolve
considering a colon next to a bracket whether from left or right as an emoticon, such as
:(. Thus, it keeps only brackets that belong to emoticons, such as :), :], or :(. The enclosed
bracket removal algorithm deals with four types of brackets, which are round brackets: (),
angle brackets: <> or 〈〉, square brackets: [], and curly brackets: {}. They are also known
as parentheses, chevrons, brackets, and braces. The case of equality at line 24 occurs with
reversed brackets or with an emoticon surrounded by its brackets to stop the recursive
function.

Algorithm 3: Enclosed Brackets Removal Algorithm

Input: a review.
Output: an updated review after recursively removing all enclosed and nested brackets while preventing removal of the emoticons surrounded by two brackets.
START
1. BracketsRegEx = ‘\[(?! [\_\-\ \∧\ ˆ \$\Ý

d
\*\ 	

â\s])((.){0,}?)(?<![\_\-\ \∧\ ˆ \$\Ý
d
\*\ 	

â\s])\]’
2. ParanthesesRegEx = ‘\((?![\_\-\ \∧\ ˆ \$\Ý

d
\*\ 	

â\s])((.){0,}?)(?<![\_\- \ \∧\ ˆ \$\Ý
d
\*\ 	

â\s])\)’
3. SmallChevronsRegEx = ‘\<(?![\_\-\ \∧\ ˆ \$\Ý

d
\*\ 	

â\s])((.){0,}?)(?<![\_\- \ \∧\ ˆ \$\Ý
d
\*\ 	

â\s])\>’

4. LargeChevronsRegEx = ‘\〈(?![\_\-\ \∧\ ˆ \$\Ý
d
\*\ 	

â\s])((.){0,}?)(?<![\_\- \ \∧\ ˆ \$\Ý
d
\*\ 	

â\s])\〉’
5. BracesRegEx = ‘\{(?![\_\-\ \∧\ ˆ \$\Ý

d
\*\ 	

â\s])((.){0,}?)(?<![\_\- \ \∧\ ˆ \$\Ý
d
\*\ 	

â\s])\}’
6. def RemoveEnclosedBrackets(Review):
7. {
8. if (Review.find(‘[’) != −1 and Review.find(‘]’) != −1) or (Review.find(‘(’) != −1 and Review.find(‘)’) != −1) or (Review.find(‘<’) != −1 and Review.find(‘>’) != −1)
or (Review.find(‘〈’) != −1 and Review.find(‘〉’) != −1) or (Review.find(‘{’) != −1 and Review.find(‘}’) != −1) then
9. if (Review.find(‘[’) != −1 and Review.find(‘]’) != −1) then
10. Temp = Review
11. Review = re.sub(BracketsRegEx, r’\1’, Review)
12. if (Review.find(‘(’) != −1 and Review.find(‘)’) != −1) then
13. Temp = Review
14. Review = re.sub(ParanthesesRegEx, r’\1’, Review)
15. if (review.find(‘<’) != −1 and Review.find(‘>’) != −1) then
16. Temp = Review
17. Review = re.sub(SmallChevronsRegEx, r’\1’, Review)
18. if (Review.find(‘〈’) != −1 and Review.find(‘〉’) != −1) then
19. Temp = review
20. Review = re.sub(LargeChevronsRegEx, r’\1’, Review)
21. if (Review.find(‘{’) != −1 and Review.find(‘}’) != −1) then
22. Temp = Review
23. Review = re.sub(BracesRegEx, r’\1’, Review)
24. if len(Review) == len(Temp) then
25. return Review
26. else return RemoveEnclosedBrackets(Review)
27. else return Review
28. }
29. //end of RemoveEnclosedBrackets
END

Table 2 shows some examples of Arabic reviews with ambiguous emoticons that
should not be considered for the replacement with the equivalent meaning or for counting
their emotion score.
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Table 2. Examples of ambiguous emoticons in Arabic reviews.

Arabic Review Translated Review into English Ambiguous Emoticon

“Special ?”. - They have the best
health center for massages that I
have tried in my life so far. - I also
liked their distinctive phrase :(
Simple things make a difference ) -
Worth the distinction?.

:( or :(

Exceptional. Very excellent and
worth visiting again. Unavailability
of some other services around the
hotel such as
: ( restaurants, shops...)

) : or : (
Note: there is a space between

the bracket and colon.

http://cdn.top4top.co/i_ba52fbf5
9d0.jpg

“I do not recommend it.” I liked the
presence of cockroaches a very
inappropriate view, and I don’t
recommend it. Hygiene is lacking.
Cockroaches photo here http://cdn.
top4top.co/i_ba52fbf59d0.jpg

:/

3.3. Arabic Emoji and Emoticon Opinion Lexicon Creation

This section explains the method of generating the proposed Arabic emoji and emoti-
con lexicon for opinion mining (ArEmo lexicon) that uniquely considers both emojis and
emoticons and some new emoticons not included in other lexicons. The ArEmo lexicon
has 301 emojis and emoticons. Moreover, it computes the emotion score for each emoji or
emoticon, concerning five classes of reviews’ ratings, instead of the common consideration
of three classes in the literature. The proposed ArEmo lexicon has two versions, both made
using the train part of the HARD dataset, but they differ in the type of dataset that is either
unbalanced or balanced. Tables 3 and 4 show the top 10 most frequently used emojis and
emoticons extracted from the train part of the unbalanced and balanced HARD dataset.
The classification column labels the emoticon as Western or Eastern, also known as vertical
and horizontal emoticons, respectively.

Table 3. A sample from the ArEmo lexicon using unbalanced data.

Emo Type Emoji Unicode Classification Short English Naming Short Arabic Naming Emotion Score Total Count
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Table 4. A sample from the ArEmo lexicon using balanced data.
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This section explains the method of generating the proposed Arabic emoji and 
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versions, both made using the train part of the HARD dataset, but they differ in the type 
of dataset that is either unbalanced or balanced. Tables 3 and 4 show the top 10 most 
frequently used emojis and emoticons extracted from the train part of the unbalanced and 
balanced HARD dataset. The classification column labels the emoticon as Western or 
Eastern, also known as vertical and horizontal emoticons, respectively. 
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For evaluating the performance of the proposed models, the study applied the 
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The following two subsections cover emojis and emoticons’ collection and scoring methods.

3.3.1. Emoji and Emoticon Collection

Extracting the emojis from the train part of the HARD dataset mandated utilizing
an emoji pattern using regular expression. For extracting emoticons from the dataset, the
following needed to be removed from the reviews’ data: numbers, Arabic letters, Arabic
diacritics, special Arabic letters, and English letters. Then, after obtaining each review
in only symbols, the manual selection occurred for the symbols that look similar to an
emoticon. Appropriately descriptive naming is given to naming the collected emojis and
emoticons when no such one was found from multiple sources in [40–50].

3.3.2. Emotion Score Method

For calculating the emotion score for the ArEmo lexicon, this paper adapted and
extended the solution model proposed by [18] to include five opinion labels that are −1,
−0.5, 0, 0.5, and 1, instead of three labels. In this study, −1, −0.5, 0, 0.5, and 1, respectively,
refer to the ratings 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the HARD dataset, where the user opinion about
the review can be very negative, negative, neutral, positive, or very positive. Only in this
sub-section the opinion labels 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are changed to different labels—−1, −0.5, 0,
0.5, and 1, indicating their equivalent meaning in order to avoid multiplying the positive
discrete probability distributions with a larger number with disregard to the sign, than
negative discrete probability distributions later, while computing the emotion score.

A discrete, 5-valued variable represents the opinion class for emojis or emoticons
within the rated review, c:

c ∈ {−1, −0.5, 0, +0.5, +1}

The representations for the discrete distributions that reflect the opinion distribution
are defined by the following equation:

N(c), ∑+1
c=−1 N(c) = N (1)

N indicates the number of all the occurrences of the emoji or emoticon in the reviews,
and N(c) is the occurrences of the emoji or emoticon in reviews with the particular opinion
label, c. Consequently, the discrete probability distribution based on each probability
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outcome is between 0 and 1, and the summation of all the outcomes from the discrete
probability distribution must be one by definition, which is:

∑+1
c=−1 P(c) = 1, (2)

P(−1) + P(−0.5) + P(0) + P(+0.5) + P(+1) = 1, (3)

The progression from the first probability, P(−1), until the last one, P(+1), consequently
indicates high negativity, negativity, neutrality, positivity, and high positivity of a particular
emoji or emoticon. Estimating probabilities typically depends on relative frequencies.
Therefore, based on the emoji or emoticon occurrences, the discrete probability distribution,
P(c), is:

P(c) =
N(c)

N
, when N > 6 (4)

However, when the sample is less than 6, it is more effective to apply the rule of
succession for calculating the probability:

P(c) =
N(c) + 1

N + k
, when N < 6 (5)

where k is a constant denoting the cardinality of the class, and, accordingly, for the HARD
dataset, k = |c| = 5. The discrete probability distribution can be used in computing the
mean. The lower and higher limits of sigma are the smallest and largest values of c:

X = ∑+1
c=−1 (c·P(c)), (6)

The emotion score, S, is calculated as the mean of the discrete probability distributions.
In contrast, each probability is multiplied by its opinion class as follows, and it has a value
ranging from −1 to 1:

S = (−1·P(−1)) + (−0.5·P(−0.5)) + (0·P(0)) + (0.5·P(+0.5)) + (1·P(+1)), (7)

S = 0.5·P(0.5) + P(1) − (P(−1) + 0.5·P(−0.5)), (8)

3.4. Feature Production

Conducting experiments using a machine learning model involved generating new
features from the dataset for all the reviews’ data through employing multiple resources:
the AraSenTi lexicon [33], the ArEmo Lexicon, a booster words list, and a negation words
list, as demonstrated in Figure 3. The features include the total weight of positive words,
negative words, and emotions score, as well as the number of following: positive words,
negative words, negation words, booster words, elongated characters, question marks,
exclamation marks, periods, and commas.

After exploring different resources [51,52], the study formed booster and negation
word lists. The booster and negation word lists consist of 33 words and 35 words, respec-
tively. Tables 5 and 6 show a sample of 20 words from those lists. These tables classify each
word, whether it is in Modern Standard Arabic or dialectal Arabic, according to their use,
or whether it is used is a Modern Standard Arabic context or in a dialectal Arabic context.
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Table 5. A sample Arabic booster word list.

Arabic Word English Translation Type of Arabic Arabic Word English Translation Type of Arabic

@Yg. Very Standard Yg. @ð Very Dialectal
	

àYg. Very Dialectal YK
@ð Very Dialectal

@Y
�
¯ Very Dialectal �ËA

	
g Very Dialectal

	
àY

�
¯ Very Dialectal 	

¬@ 	QK. A lot Dialectal
�
èQÓ Very Dialectal 	

¬@ 	QËAK. A lot Dialectal

èQÓ Very Dialectal �
èñ

�
®K. Very Dialectal

@QÓ Very Dialectal èñ
�
®K. Very Dialectal

Q�

�
J» A lot Standard  Q

	
®Ó Excessive Standard

@Q�

�
J» A lot Standard  @Q

	
¯A

K. Excessively Standard

Q�

�
J» A lot Dialectal  @Q

	
¯AK. Excessively Dialectal

Different libraries were needed to extract the features using the Python programming
language, including re for regular expression and collections for importing a counter.

3.5. Modeling

The study proposes two ensemble-based deep learning models utilizing a soft voting
mechanism, one using unbalanced data, namely, EDLU, and the other using the balanced
data, namely, EDLB. Figure 4 outlines the proposed ensemble-based deep learning model
in both ways of using the unbalanced or balanced data.

Figure 5 represents the proposed final hybrid model’s main steps in using the unbal-
anced or balanced data.
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Table 6. A sample Arabic negation word list.

Arabic Word English Translation Type of Arabic Arabic Word English Translation Type of Arabic

B No/Do not/Does not Standard Õ
�
æ�Ë You are not Standard

ÕË Did not Standard 	á�Ë They are not Standard

AÓ No/Not Standard @ñ��
Ë They are not Standard
	áË Will not Standard �

�Ó Not Dialectal

AÖÏ Not yet Standard ñÓ Not Dialectal
	
à@


Not Standard ù




	
®Ó There is no Dialectal

�
HB Not Standard ú




	
¯AÓ There is no Dialectal

Q�

	
« Not/Without Standard ñ

	
JÓ Not Dialectal

	
àðYK. Without Standard ñ

	
KAÓ Not Dialectal

CK. Without Standard ñ» AÓ There is no Dialectal
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The input datasets, consisting of train and test data, have experimented with the
models in two variations: as raw data and as-modified after replacing each emoji and
emoticon with their corresponding meaning from the proposed ArEmo lexicon, as already
shown in Figure 1. A ‘WE’ is attached as a subscript to the models’ names: EDLBWE
and EDLUWE to indicate the case without emoji and emoticon replacements. The data
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preprocessing includes removing punctuation. After preprocessing and tokenizing the
reviews, a word index is formed for the review data, followed by two processes: converting
words in each review into sequences of integers that become padded to give these vectors
the same length and creating the embedding matrix using the fastText pre-trained model
of the Arabic language, which can represent rare words. Then, the base model is formed,
depending on ensemble-based deep learning with the structure shown in Table A1 in
Appendix A, consisting of three classifiers based on CNN-BiLSTM, CNN, and BiLSTM,
respectively. The predicted user opinion from the proposed model is passed to the other
proposed model using the MLP algorithm to be experimented with different generated
features to obtain the final predicted user opinion, which labels the reviews with a five-star
value—either one, two, three, four, or five.

4. Results and Discussion

As the selection for the emoticon was manual and not performed by using a previously
prepared list of emoticons, it was found that some uncommon and unincluded emoticons
occurred in this lexicon, but not in other lexicons. These include and (∧__∧). The
found emoticons were Western and Eastern. Moreover, for the Western emoticon, the study
found that Arabs do not always start writing the eyes from the left, but sometimes from
the right; for example, the smiling face could be expressed as (: instead of
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. The found
studies related to those pictorial symbols in the literature did not cover these considerations.
Therefore, this study recommends those considerations with the newly generated lexicons
for emojis and emoticons in the future to be more comprehensive.

When comparing Table 3 with Table 4 of the most frequently used emojis and emoti-
cons, the study found that the most used emojis and emoticons can differ highly according
to different variations of the same dataset for being balanced versus being unbalanced.
Based on the emotion score, in the case of using the balanced dataset, it is interesting that
there are equally five positive and five negative emojis and emoticons, while, in the other
case, there are nine positive emojis and emoticons, and only one is negative. Similarly,
comparing the top ten emojis and emoticons of the balanced version of the ArEmo lexicon
in addition to its scores with the related emoji lexicons in literature in Table 7, it can be
found that the frequently used emojis highly differ based on the differences in culture
and used data and, accordingly, their scores differ, which leads to a different number
of positive and negative emojis. Thus, this study used a custom-made context-based
emoji and emoticon lexicon that depends on the used dataset instead of the available
open-source lexicons.

For evaluating the performance of the proposed models, the study applied the statisti-
cal calculation of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score metrics using classification_report
from the class of functions sklearn.metrics. It considered macro and weighted averages of
precision, recall, and F1-score for the unbalanced dataset, and, as for the perfectly balanced
dataset, both macro and weighted averages have exact results. The evaluation results of
the proposed ensemble-based deep learning models EDLB and EDLU, when replacing the
emojis and emoticons in the reviews with their meanings, are shown in Table 8. This was
performed before experimenting with the different generated features, compared to the
models before the replacement.

The results show an improvement after the replacement process using both model
versions for balanced and unbalanced data. Moreover, the unbalanced dataset achieved
higher accuracy than the balanced dataset. When a model trains on unbalanced data, it
learns to obtain higher accuracy by consistently predicting the majority class, which is the
class rating five in the HARD dataset [53]. Table 9 shows the detailed results for predicting
each class using the EDLU model. Interestingly, the larger the review’s train data in each
class, the higher the f-score this class has. For instance, class 5, with the highest number
of reviews, 115,422, has achieved the best f-score, followed by classes 4, 3, 2, and 1. These
include the following number of reviews in each class: 105,757, 64,105, 30,888, and 11,478.
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Table 7. Comparison table of the proposed ArEmo lexicon with related emoji lexicons in the literature.

ArEmo Lexicon Emoji Sentiment Ranking [18] CF-Arab-ESL [38] Arab-ESL [39]

Emoji and Emoticon Score Emoji Score Emoji Score Emoji Score
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Emo Type 
Emoji 
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Naming 
Short Arabic 

Naming 
Emotion 

Score 
Total 
Count 

 
 

👍 
 
 

Emoji \U0001f44d - thumbs up لأعلى  مرفوع إبهام  0.797428 933 

❤ Emoji \u2764 - red heart أومر   قلب  0.885193 466 
:) Emoticon - Western smiling face مبتسم  وجه  0.646119 438 
:( Emoticon - Western sad face وزين  وجه  0.259574 235 
 
 

👎 
 
 

Emoji \U0001f44e - thumbs down لأوفل  متجه إبهام  −0.22886 201 

 
 

⭐ 
 
 

Emoji \u2b50 - star  180 0.763889 نجمة 

  

0.709
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:) 0.417 ❤ 0.746 😍 0.946 
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−0.934 

👎 −0.5 ♥ 0.657 ❤ 0.911 ❤ 0.561 

❤ 0.829 😍 0.678 

 
 

🥺 
 
 

−0.4 😭 −0.678 

:( −0.216 

 
 

😭 
 
 

−0.093 😭 −0.446 😍 0.87 

👌 0.692 

 
 

😘 
 
 

0.701 ♥ 0.946 🌹 0.766 

😂 −0.118 

 
 

😊 
 
 

0.644 😘 0.946 🙂 0.227 
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👌 
 

0.563 🤣 0.786 💕 0.488 

⭐ 0.594  0.632 😁 0.839 😅 0.534 

0.272
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3.3. Arabic Emoji and Emoticon Opinion Lexicon Creation 
This section explains the method of generating the proposed Arabic emoji and 

emoticon lexicon for opinion mining (ArEmo lexicon) that uniquely considers both emojis 
and emoticons and some new emoticons not included in other lexicons. The ArEmo 
lexicon has 301 emojis and emoticons. Moreover, it computes the emotion score for each 
emoji or emoticon, concerning five classes of reviews’ ratings, instead of the common 
consideration of three classes in the literature. The proposed ArEmo lexicon has two 
versions, both made using the train part of the HARD dataset, but they differ in the type 
of dataset that is either unbalanced or balanced. Tables 3 and 4 show the top 10 most 
frequently used emojis and emoticons extracted from the train part of the unbalanced and 
balanced HARD dataset. The classification column labels the emoticon as Western or 
Eastern, also known as vertical and horizontal emoticons, respectively. 

Table 3. A sample from the ArEmo lexicon using unbalanced data. 

Emo Type 
Emoji 

Unicode Classification 
Short English 

Naming 
Short Arabic 

Naming 
Emotion 

Score 
Total 
Count 

 
 

👍 
 
 

Emoji \U0001f44d - thumbs up لأعلى  مرفوع إبهام  0.797428 933 

❤ Emoji \u2764 - red heart أومر   قلب  0.885193 466 
:) Emoticon - Western smiling face مبتسم  وجه  0.646119 438 
:( Emoticon - Western sad face وزين  وجه  0.259574 235 
 
 

👎 
 
 

Emoji \U0001f44e - thumbs down لأوفل  متجه إبهام  −0.22886 201 

 
 

⭐ 
 
 

Emoji \u2b50 - star  180 0.763889 نجمة 
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Emoji \u2b50 - star  16 0.59375 نجمة 

 
 

😡 
 
 
 

Emoji \U0001f621 - pouting face عابس  وجه  −0.40625 16 

0.766
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For evaluating the performance of the proposed models, the study applied the 
statistical calculation of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score metrics using 
classification_report from the class of functions sklearn.metrics. It considered macro and 
weighted averages of precision, recall, and F1-score for the unbalanced dataset, and, as 
for the perfectly balanced dataset, both macro and weighted averages have exact results. 
The evaluation results of the proposed ensemble-based deep learning models EDLB and 
EDLU, when replacing the emojis and emoticons in the reviews with their meanings, are 
shown in Table 8. This was performed before experimenting with the different generated 
features, compared to the models before the replacement. 

Table 8. Results of the proposed ensemble-based deep learning models EDLB and EDLU. 

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score 

  
Macro 
Avg 

Weighted 
Avg 

Macro 
Avg 

Weighted 
Avg 

Macro 
Avg 

Weighted 
Avg 

EDLBWE 76.15% 75.90% 75.90% 76.15% 76.15% 75.74% 75.74% 
EDLB 76.57% 76.38% 76.38% 76.57% 76.57% 76.22% 76.22% 

EDLUWE 77.59% 76.81% 77.45% 72.05% 77.59% 74.02% 77.41% 
EDLU 77.75% 76.40% 77.64% 72.75% 77.75% 74.36% 77.62% 

The results show an improvement after the replacement process using both model 
versions for balanced and unbalanced data. Moreover, the unbalanced dataset achieved 
higher accuracy than the balanced dataset. When a model trains on unbalanced data, it 
learns to obtain higher accuracy by consistently predicting the majority class, which is the 
class rating five in the HARD dataset [53]. Table 9 shows the detailed results for predicting 
each class using the EDLU model. Interestingly, the larger the review’s train data in each 
class, the higher the f-score this class has. For instance, class 5, with the highest number of 
reviews, 115,422, has achieved the best f-score, followed by classes 4, 3, 2, and 1. These 
include the following number of reviews in each class: 105,757, 64,105, 30,888, and 11,478. 

Table 9. Results of the EDLU model per class. 

Class Precision Recall F1-Score Support 
1 76.18% 60.37% 67.36% 2904 
2 71.50% 68.39% 69.91% 7579 
3 77.33% 72.49% 74.83% 16,221 
4 74.70% 75.87% 75.28% 26,452 
5 82.27% 86.67% 84.41% 28,756 

Accuracy   77.75% 81,912 
Macro Average 76.40% 72.75% 74.36% 81,912 
Weighted Average 77.64% 77.75% 77.62% 81,912 

0.488
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3.3. Arabic Emoji and Emoticon Opinion Lexicon Creation 
This section explains the method of generating the proposed Arabic emoji and 

emoticon lexicon for opinion mining (ArEmo lexicon) that uniquely considers both emojis 
and emoticons and some new emoticons not included in other lexicons. The ArEmo 
lexicon has 301 emojis and emoticons. Moreover, it computes the emotion score for each 
emoji or emoticon, concerning five classes of reviews’ ratings, instead of the common 
consideration of three classes in the literature. The proposed ArEmo lexicon has two 
versions, both made using the train part of the HARD dataset, but they differ in the type 
of dataset that is either unbalanced or balanced. Tables 3 and 4 show the top 10 most 
frequently used emojis and emoticons extracted from the train part of the unbalanced and 
balanced HARD dataset. The classification column labels the emoticon as Western or 
Eastern, also known as vertical and horizontal emoticons, respectively. 

Table 3. A sample from the ArEmo lexicon using unbalanced data. 

Emo Type 
Emoji 

Unicode Classification 
Short English 

Naming 
Short Arabic 

Naming 
Emotion 

Score 
Total 
Count 

 
 

👍 
 
 

Emoji \U0001f44d - thumbs up لأعلى  مرفوع إبهام  0.797428 933 

❤ Emoji \u2764 - red heart أومر   قلب  0.885193 466 
:) Emoticon - Western smiling face مبتسم  وجه  0.646119 438 
:( Emoticon - Western sad face وزين  وجه  0.259574 235 
 
 

👎 
 
 

Emoji \U0001f44e - thumbs down لأوفل  متجه إبهام  −0.22886 201 

 
 

⭐ 
 
 

Emoji \u2b50 - star  180 0.763889 نجمة 

  

0.594
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higher accuracy than the balanced dataset. When a model trains on unbalanced data, it 
learns to obtain higher accuracy by consistently predicting the majority class, which is the 
class rating five in the HARD dataset [53]. Table 9 shows the detailed results for predicting 
each class using the EDLU model. Interestingly, the larger the review’s train data in each 
class, the higher the f-score this class has. For instance, class 5, with the highest number of 
reviews, 115,422, has achieved the best f-score, followed by classes 4, 3, 2, and 1. These 
include the following number of reviews in each class: 105,757, 64,105, 30,888, and 11,478. 

Table 9. Results of the EDLU model per class. 

Class Precision Recall F1-Score Support 
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2 71.50% 68.39% 69.91% 7579 
3 77.33% 72.49% 74.83% 16,221 
4 74.70% 75.87% 75.28% 26,452 
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Table 8. Results of the proposed ensemble-based deep learning models EDLB and EDLU.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Macro Avg Weighted Avg Macro Avg Weighted Avg Macro Avg Weighted Avg

EDLBWE 76.15% 75.90% 75.90% 76.15% 76.15% 75.74% 75.74%
EDLB 76.57% 76.38% 76.38% 76.57% 76.57% 76.22% 76.22%

EDLUWE 77.59% 76.81% 77.45% 72.05% 77.59% 74.02% 77.41%
EDLU 77.75% 76.40% 77.64% 72.75% 77.75% 74.36% 77.62%

Table 9. Results of the EDLU model per class.

Class Precision Recall F1-Score Support

1 76.18% 60.37% 67.36% 2904
2 71.50% 68.39% 69.91% 7579
3 77.33% 72.49% 74.83% 16,221
4 74.70% 75.87% 75.28% 26,452
5 82.27% 86.67% 84.41% 28,756

Accuracy 77.75% 81,912
Macro Average 76.40% 72.75% 74.36% 81,912
Weighted Average 77.64% 77.75% 77.62% 81,912

Both ensemble models, EDLB and EDLU, have outperformed every single model
included in their combined multiple models, as shown in Tables 10 and 11, which makes
the ensemble models more accurate than single learners.

Table 10. Results of the ensemble model EDLB and its multiple internal models.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

CNN-BiLSTM 74.83% 74.75% 74.83% 74.47%
CNN 73.03% 72.72% 73.03% 72.55%
BiLSTM 75.06% 75.12% 75.06% 74.92%

EDLB 76.57% 76.38% 76.57% 76.22%
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Table 11. Results of the ensemble model EDLU and its multiple internal models.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Macro Avg Weighted Avg Macro Avg Weighted Avg Macro Avg Weighted Avg

CNN-BiLSTM 76.79% 75.98% 76.79% 71.25% 76.79% 73.24% 76.69%
CNN 75.78% 75.06% 75.86% 70.11% 75.78% 72.04% 75.66%
BiLSTM 77.26% 75.12% 77.13% 72.97% 77.26% 73.91% 77.13%

EDLU 77.75% 76.40% 77.64% 72.75% 77.75% 74.36% 77.62%

The experimental results for combining the proposed models with the produced
features from the HARD dataset after applying the MLP machine learning algorithm are
presented in Tables 12 and 13. The features subsequently are the number of positive
words, the number of negative words, the total weight of positive words, the total weight
of negative words, the number of negation words, the number of booster words, the
number of repeated characters, the number of question marks, number of exclamation
marks, the number of periods, the number of commas, the total weight of emojis and
emoticons, and all features together. The tables show that only some generated features
impact improving the performance. More robust insights about the effect of the generated
features on enhancing the performance can be driven using an additional different dataset.
The experiments achieved the highest improved results using the weight of negative words
for the unbalanced data and the total weight of emojis and emoticons for the balanced data.

Table 12. Results of the proposed EDLB-MLP model after experimenting with different features.

Applied Feature Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Num pos words 76.57% 76.38% 76.57% 76.22%
Num neg words 76.57% 76.38% 76.57% 76.22%
Weight pos words 76.56% 76.37% 76.56% 76.21%
Weight neg words 76.56% 76.37% 76.56% 76.21%
Num negation words 76.57% 76.38% 76.57% 76.22%
Num booster words 76.57% 76.38% 76.57% 76.22%
Num repeated characters 76.57% 76.38% 76.57% 76.22%
Num question marks 76.56% 76.37% 76.56% 76.21%
Num exclamation marks 76.57% 76.38% 76.57% 76.22%
Num periods 76.57% 76.38% 76.57% 76.22%
Num commas 76.57% 76.38% 76.57% 76.22%
Emo score 76.58% 76.39% 76.58% 76.23%
All features 76.54% 76.36% 76.54% 76.19%

Table 14 compares the best-achieved results of balanced and unbalanced HARD
datasets using the proposed models after emoji and emoticon replacement and using the
features with the results of other studies in the literature that predicted user opinions based
on five levels of ratings. For the balanced HARD data, using the EDLB-MLP model with
the total weight of emojis and emoticons, the proposed classifier has achieved an increase
of 3.21% in accuracy over Nassif et al.’s [20] top five models: random forest, convolutional
neural network, decision tree, gated recurrent unit, and bi-directional recurrent neural
network. The percentage increase formula is derived from the concept of percentage
increase, as follows: [(New Accuracy − Old Accuracy)/Old Accuracy] × 100. The authors
in [20] have used an initial embedding layer to learn embedding jointly with their deep
learning-based models added to the tokenization process without using additional features.
In contrast, this study used the fastText framework to learn the word embeddings from
the HARD dataset in conjunction with the ensemble learning technique. Employing this
method with the MLP algorithm using the total weight of emojis and emoticons achieved a
vast improvement of 237.27%, as compared to depending on the MLP algorithm without
combining it with the proposed ensemble deep learning-based method. In the case of
unbalanced HARD data, the proposed EDLU-MLP model, with the weight of negative
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words, had an increase of 2.17% in accuracy as compared with Elnagar et al. [17], where
the authors used a logistic regression model using unigram and bigram features with
TF-IDF. Similar to Elnagar et al. [17], the accuracy result of the proposed model, using an
unbalanced HARD dataset, is higher than the proposed model using a balanced HARD
dataset.

Table 13. Results of the proposed EDLU-MLP model after experimenting with different features.

Applied Feature Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Macro Avg Weighted Avg Macro Avg Weighted Avg Macro Avg Weighted Avg

Num pos words 77.74% 76.39% 77.63% 72.75% 77.74% 74.35% 77.62%
Num neg words 77.74% 76.40% 77.63% 72.75% 77.74% 74.36% 77.62%
Weight pos words 77.75% 76.40% 77.63% 72.75% 77.75% 74.36% 77.62%
Weight neg words 77.75% 76.42% 77.64% 72.75% 77.75% 74.36% 77.62%
Num negation words 77.75% 76.40% 77.64% 72.75% 77.75% 74.36% 77.62%
Num booster words 77.75% 76.40% 77.64% 72.75% 77.75% 74.36% 77.62%
Num repeated characters 77.75% 76.40% 77.64% 72.75% 77.75% 74.36% 77.62%
Num question marks 77.75% 76.40% 77.63% 72.75% 77.75% 74.36% 77.62%
Num exclamation marks 77.74% 76.39% 77.63% 72.73% 77.74% 74.34% 77.61%
Num periods 77.74% 76.40% 77.63% 72.75% 77.74% 74.36% 77.62%
Num commas 77.75% 76.40% 77.64% 72.75% 77.75% 74.36% 77.62%
Emo score 77.75% 76.40% 77.64% 72.75% 77.75% 74.36% 77.62%
All features 76.33% 76.40% 77.61% 72.65% 77.72% 74.26% 77.59%

Table 14. Comparison of the experimental results for the proposed models using the balanced and
unbalanced HARD datasets with models in the literature.

Model Type of Data Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Elnagar et al. [17] LR Unbalanced 76.1% - - -
Nassif et al. [20] RF Balanced 74.2% 74.0% 74.0% 74.0%
Nassif et al. [20] CNN Balanced 67.4% 77.3% 67.4% 72.0%
Nassif et al. [20] DT Balanced 66.4% 66.0% 66.0% 66.0%
Nassif et al. [20] GRU Balanced 65.1% 75.4% 65.3% 69.8%
Nassif et al. [20] BiLSTM Balanced 63.1% 72.5% 63.2% 67.4%
Nassif et al. [20] MLP Balanced 22% 20% 21% 14%

EDLU-MLP Unbalanced 77.75% 76.42% 72.75% 74.36%
EDLB-MLP Balanced 76.58% 76.39% 76.58% 76.23%

As accuracy is the common metric between the suggested models and the models in
the literature, Figure 6 represents the performance comparison between all models using
accuracy. The figure shows an improvement in the performance using both proposed
EDLU-MLP and EDLB-MLP classifiers. UB indicates using unbalanced data with the
model, while B indicates using balanced data.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

It is challenging to classify user opinion, especially with higher than two opposite
classifications that either are positive or negative. For a dataset consisting of five levels
of ratings, such as HARD, this is due to the relative levels of rating in the same category
of good or bad, confusion of reviewers to determine the exact rating, mistakes to assign
a rating, and could also be intended as spam or a misleading one from a competitor for
instance. In order to contribute to the Arabic literature that needs more research and
resources of opinion mining, this work has suggested an ensemble deep learning-based
approach to predict the five-star rates of user opinions after substituting each emoji or
emoticon with their equivalent meaning. The developed EDLB and EDLU models, based
on balanced and unbalanced HARD datasets, added the advantage of transfer learning
through pre-trained word embeddings, particularly the fastText technique to convert the
review’s words into numerical representations. Then, after experimenting by combining
the result of the EDLB and EDLU classifiers with different features—generated from the
HARD dataset—using MLP-based models that formed hybrid models, some results have
shown an improvement. Comparing the results of this work with other research showed
that the suggested method improved the accuracy by 3.21% using the balanced HARD
dataset and improved the accuracy by 2.17% using the unbalanced HARD dataset.

In terms of future work, different avenues can be explored, including the following:

• Evaluate the use of context-based against context-free Arabic emoji and emoticon
opinion lexicon using an Arabic dataset of emoji and emoticons.

• Improve non-Arabic emoji opinion lexicon for automated opinion mining by adding
emoticons to it through suggested methods and algorithms.
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• Work on more extensive extensible lists of emoji, emoticons, and negation words
in both the standard Arabic language and dialectical Arabic. For instance, pictural
symbols or negation words, combined with positive words, can be helpful to classify
words while classifying text into negative when creating an Arabic corpus.

• Test the proposed approach using a dataset from a different domain while applying a
robustness method and statistical significance analysis of the results.

• Apply an error detection and correction phase supporting the Arabic language as a
preliminary step before applying the user opinion prediction approach to improve
performance.
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Appendix A

This appendix includes the layer and output shape structure of the proposed ensemble-
based deep learning model.

Table A1. Structure of the proposed ensemble-based deep learning model.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Layer (Type) Output Shape Layer (Type) Output Shape Layer (Type) Output Shape

embedding (Embedding) (None, 615, 300) embedding_1
(Embedding) (None, 615, 300) embedding_2

(Embedding) (None, 615, 300)

conv1d (Conv1D) (None, 613, 64) conv1d_1 (Conv1D) (None, 613, 64) bidirectional_1
(Bidirectional) (None, 615, 128)

max_pooling1d
(MaxPooling1D) (None, 306, 64) max_pooling1d_1

(MaxPooling1D) (None, 306, 64) global_max_pooling1d_1
(GlobalMaxPooling1D) (None, 128)

bidirectional
(Bidirectional) (None, 306, 128) conv1d_2 (Conv1D) (None, 304, 32) dense_6 (Dense) (None, 32)

global_max_pooling1d
(GlobalMaxPooling1D) (None, 128) max_pooling1d_2

(MaxPooling1D) (None, 152, 32) dense_7 (Dense) (None, 16)

dense (Dense) (None, 16) flatten (Flatten) (None, 4864) dense_8 (Dense) (None, 8)
dense_1 (Dense) (None, 8) dense_3 (Dense) (None, 16) dense_9 (Dense) (None, 5)
dense_2 (Dense) (None, 5) dense_4 (Dense) (None, 8)

dense_5 (Dense) (None, 5)
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